IMPACTO KNEE PROTECTION
®

GEL Comfort Knee Pads
› Gel filled padding offers superior

comfort and support

Model

› Gel pad reduces pressure directly on

the patella bone

› Smooth, rounded surface is ideal for

applications that require easy sliding

Rounded outer
shell with antislip textured
rounded cap,
helps slide on
smooth surfaces

876-00

Co-polymer cover does
not damage delicate
surfaces, Sewn cap
helps keep debris out

Solid injected GEL insert
molded directly into an
ergonomically shaped pad to
provide comfortable cushioning
Slip-on
on strap
on the
top
helps
keep
kneepad
in place

› Sewn cover keeps debris out
› Non-marring prevents scuffing or

marking delicate surfaces

› Provides long term protection from

Breathable nylon
mesh top cover is
highly resistant
for most work
environments

cumulative trauma injuries

› Made with 100% PVC-Free materials
› Other Styles:

Top and
bottom elastic
straps with hook and
loop closure

Soft fabric inner
lining wicks away
moisture and provides
comfortable wear

868-00 - GELITE pad, hard shell
864-00 - Short style GEL Kneepad
ABOUT KNEE PROTECTION Continuous pressure on the knee due
to working in a kneeling position may lead to chronic conditions,
such as bursitis over the knee cap or injury to the cartilage.
Excessive pressure can cause problems such as knee burn pain,
fluid build up, tissue swelling, loose joints and associated arthritic
conditions. Major knee damage will occur when combining
existing trauma with prolonged pressure and irritation along with
turning and twisting motions. The use of knee pads is an effective
way to reduce the occurrence of knee injuries. Knee pads protect
against injuries and inflammation caused by hard surfaces, pieces
of gravel and similar objects on ground.

EN 14404+A1:2010

TRUSTED PROTECTION

100% PVC-FREE

One Size
Sold per pair
or Case of 28
ISO 9001:2015
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